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Message from the Chairman
It is my pleasure to introduce the 2008 annual report of the European
Business Council in Japan (EBC) on the Japanese business environment:
Economic Integration: The New Reform Paradigm. This report presents
the views of European business in Japan on developments over the past
year and our recommendations for future economic reforms. It also builds
on our 2007 report in further identifying how an EU-Japan Economic
Integration Agreement (EIA) could strengthen the trade and investment
relationship between Japan and the EU and vastly improve the business environment.
It is worth reminding ourselves at this time of global economic upheaval just how much is at stake for
Japan and the European Union. Together they account for close to 40% of global GDP. Their
importance to each other as trade partners is extremely significant.
As I write, the credit turmoil troubling most major economies has, so far, had comparatively little
impact on Japan’s banking industry. However, Japan’s export-driven economy remains vulnerable to
falling demand in foreign markets and domestic spending, far from being ready to take up the slack, is
depressed. Even before the current crisis, Japan faced significant challenges. It suffers from the lowest
stock of inward foreign direct investment (FDI), relative to GDP, of any OECD country. Its ageing
population, combined with a declining birthrate and shrinking labour force, threaten to overwhelm the
pension and healthcare systems and impose an unsustainable financial burden on employers and
employees. It seems that Japan has reached an economic cross-roads.
This situation presents an immediate and pressing challenge for the new Prime Minister, Mr. Aso.
Special measures and stimulus packages offer only short-term solutions and risk compounding old
problems. Unnecessary and outdated regulation, stifling bureaucracy, and vested interests continue to
inhibit innovation, prohibit new business models and limit the growth of strong new companies in
Japan. It is imperative that the focus of action should be on addressing these issues and creating
conditions that foster vibrant, robust, competitive businesses. This report points out numerous actions
that the Government of Japan could take right now towards realising such conditions. The current
crisis and the risk of further economic slowdown warrant an immediate and vigorous response.
Japan is in no way alone in needing economic reform. We in the EBC are especially aware of the
many outstanding actions still essential to improving the business environment in the European Union,
and the often slow progress there in meeting reform commitments. This is why the EBC believes that
working together on an ambitious EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement would enable both the
EU and Japan to boost progress and learn from each other, while also crucially benefitting from
improved trade, innovation and competitiveness.
Most importantly, the EU and Japan are ideal partners as we have much in common in terms of
priorities and values. As societies with long traditions, we both emphasise a co-operative, inclusive
and sensitive approach to solving socio-economic issues and share many of the same concerns and
challenges at the global trade level. Both are strong believers in rules-based free trade, fair
competition, as well as robust investment rules and environmental standards. When facing an
emerging new world-order, it is our moral obligation to stand together to ensure that the values are
not neglected, and contrarily, to set the rules for the game. This is no time for wavering. The global
economic conditions provide every incentive to act now. We in the EBC stand ready to play our part.
We offer the recommendations in this report as a guide for action and commend them to all those
committed to building a brighter economic future for our countries.
Richard Collasse
Chairman, European Business Council in Japan
(President, Chanel K.K.)
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Chairman's message

Message from the Executive Director
The European Business Council in Japan (EBC) is pleased to present its
2008 annual report, Economic Integration: The New Reform Paradigm.
This report presents the views of European business on market
developments in Japan over the past year and makes recommendations
to address issues that constrain business and investment.
For both the EU and Japan, sustaining their economic strength and
competitiveness in the face of high commodity prices, fierce competition, falling demand in
export markets and domestic slow-down remains a challenge. Creating economic conditions
that allow business to flourish will be crucial. The EBC urges the new administration in Japan
under Prime Minister Aso to rise to this challenge. A rigorous new approach is needed to
promote growth and prosperity. Working with the European Union towards an ambitious EUJapan Economic Integration Agreement (EIA) can help provide the necessary ideas and
direction, as well as offer fresh opportunities to improve mutual trade and investment.
The EBC annual report offers recommendations on the immediate issues that the Government
must address if it sincerely wishes to improve the conditions for doing business in Japan. It
represents input from 29 sector-based committees, some 3000 companies and our key
stakeholders, the European National Chambers of Commerce and other business organisations
represented in Japan.
I would like to take this opportunity to emphasise the invaluable contribution of the members
of the EBC committees to this report. Their generosity in sharing their professional experience
and insights makes this publication a key source of information as well as inspiration for
reform. As in previous years, I am also much indebted to the EBC’s Policy Director, Jakob
Edberg, for his tireless efforts and ever-expanding knowledge and understanding of the issues
affecting European businesses in Japan.
On behalf of the EBC, I should like to thank the Delegation of the European Commission to
Japan and the European national embassies in Tokyo for their expertise and support of EBC
activities. Finally, I would add that the EBC is extremely proud to recognise the many EBC
Members whose generous financial support for this publication is acknowledged in the
sponsors and supporters sections at the end of the report.
Finally, may I emphasise the enormous potential value of this report. On the basis of first-hand
observation and experience by European businesses in Japan, it identifies structural and
regulatory reforms that, if implemented by the relevant authorities, would substantially
improve the trade and investment environment. After years of slow progress, when the scope
and pace of any economic reform has fallen far short of what was needed, the EBC in its report
now proposes a fresh approach, whereby the EU and Japan should work together to boost trade
and investment through development of an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement (EIA).
At a time when both economies are under acute pressure, businesses struggling and public and
private finances suffering, the EBC believes an EIA offers a positive way forward. We
commend the report to our readers and trust that its recommendations will be a valuable source
of ideas at this crucial time.
Alison Murray
Executive Director
European Business Council in Japan

Executive Director’s message
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Introduction

Mr. Jakob Edberg
Policy Director,
European Business Council in Japan
Sanbancho POULA Bldg. 2F
6-7 Sanbancho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 102-0075
Phone 03-3263-6222
Fax 03-3263-6223

INTRODUCTION
A new crisis for Japan, and an older challenge
During the time that this report has been in production, worldwide financial turmoil has focused attention on
Japan’s position in the global economy. Since the bursting of the bubble, now more than 15 years ago, Japan’s
domestic economy has proven stubbornly difficult to tease out of recession: attempts at monetary stimulus have led
only to exceptionally low interests rates and in turn, to carry trade, lowering the value of the yen to levels many
believed artificial. It was therefore no surprise to find that when the financial crisis hit this year, the unwinding of
this carry trade caused the yen to surge rapidly. The effect has been to expose once again Japan’s vulnerability in
relying on its export industry to drive the economy forward. The global financial crisis should arguably have made
Japan, a country that has this time largely steered clear of the speculation bubble, seem relatively robust. In fact, it
has not: the rapid surge in the value of the yen and equally rapid deterioration of export markets have caused
stocks to fall even more steeply here than in the US and Europe.
The core of the problem lies in Japan’s inability to completely leave behind its once effective post-war growth
model, characterised by central government guiding industry in the search for global market share and then
redistributing the resulting export profits, while protecting domestic industry from competition.
It is important to note that Japan’s inability to transform its economy is not due to a lack of will. The EBC can bear
witness to many government-driven efforts to reform the current system, such as establishment of the Regulatory
Reform Council, the Council for Fiscal and Economic Policies and the Japan Investment Council. The EBC has
had the honour of being invited to take an active part in these efforts and used the occasions to argue strongly for
reforms that would not only boost foreign companies, but crucially also help the many Japanese companies seeking
to tap into foreign sources of capital, while also increasing levels of competition within the Japanese market and
thus stimulating the economy as a whole.
Compared to a decade ago, progress has been remarkable. Prime Minister Koizumi took the lead in introducing
wide ranging reforms including a new Corporation Law, which modernised legal structures and improved
flexibility by making a wider choice of forms of legal presence available to firms in Japan. Mr Koizumi also broke
with previous protectionist traditions by establishing a credible policy of non-intervention, which forced financial
institutions to deal squarely with bad debts and non-performing loans. Streamlining of the multiple financial
services regulators and the introduction of a no-action letter system also helped. Perhaps most dramatically, the
Koizumi Government implemented a drastic cut in public spending on infrastructure projects that demonstrated a
clear change of direction from the practice of previous governments of throwing money at projects as a way to
stimulate the economy out of recession.
The governments under Mr Abe and Mr Fukuda followed suit, though arguably with less enthusiasm. The past
year has witnessed further essential improvements, in line with long-standing EBC recommendations. At the end of
2007, the Council for Fiscal and Economic Policy, an advisory body to the Prime Minister, recommended the
revision of firewall restrictions separating Banking, Securities, Asset Management, and Insurance businesses.
Following a revision of the Financial Instruments Exchange Law and subsequent long consultations with the
Financial Services Agency in which EBC members have taken an active part, we are waiting for the release of
crucial guidelines as this Annual Report goes to press - if not too restrictive, these guidelines could pave the way
for integrated financial services in Japan. Another notable development has been in the air transportation field
where, finally, pricing restrictions on international air fares have been lifted and discussions on the
internationalisation of Haneda airport are moving forward, although the exact terms on which foreign airlines will
be allowed to operate from this attractive airport close to Tokyo remain to be settled. The EBC also welcomes the
efforts undertaken to improve access to state-of-the-art healthcare, whereby the Government has convened expert
groups with the explicit purpose of proposing policies to remedy the delay in introducing innovative drugs,
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medical equipment, and medical diagnostics products into Japan. The EBC is contributing substantial and concrete
policy proposals to this process, focusing on the need for Japan to take advantage of the clinical data already
available to it rather than forcing manufacturers to conduct time-consuming duplicate tests if they wish to market
products in Japan.
Yet, despite the patchwork of reforms to-date and the good intentions of the Government to go further, a quick
look at the range of issues listed in this Report reveals that Japan is still a long way from achieving a more viable,
comprehensive and long-term economic model.
A few examples serve to illustrate the extent of the challenge facing Japan.
•

Notwithstanding the setting up of expert groups mentioned above, the much-needed overhaul of the
healthcare system, crumbling under the pressure of demographic change and a resulting 3-4% increase every
year in healthcare costs, has barely started. The only concrete Government action so far has been to increase
contribution fees, reduce users’ cover under the National Public Health Insurance Scheme and cut
reimbursement prices for pharmaceutical, medical diagnostic and medical equipment products. Attempts to
modernise certification systems through the introduction of Good Clinical Practices (GCP), Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP), and the Quality Management System (QMS) have, despite good intentions,
resulted in duplication of work, since a cautious regulator has seen to it that these concepts have not
replaced, but in many cases simply been added to the old prescriptive rules.

•

Progress in the area of investment promotion has also been slight. The crown-jewel of the Government’s
promotion policies, the so-called Triangular Merger Scheme, allowing Japanese branches of foreign
companies to use mother company stocks as consideration when merging with or acquiring Japanese
companies, has been a disappointment. Last-minute manoeuvring on the part of domestic industry groups, in
collaboration with politicians and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) before the law
passed Parliament have resulted in the new rules failing to offer predictability as to whether a transaction
will be tax deferrable or not. Consequently, the scheme has been used only once so far – and that was for a
squeeze-out rather than a foreign investment per se. This extremely low rate of use is all the more
remarkable as the scheme has been available for 18 months since May 2007.

•

In the field of food regulations, progress has been equally disappointing. Only 294 of the 828 food additives
authorised in Japan are accepted as being safe by the WHO/FAO, while, on the other hand, over 600
substances accepted as being safe by the WHO/FAO are not allowed in Japan. Trying to remedy this
situation, in December 2002, the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MLHW) identified a list of 46
food additives which, in their own words, “have been proven safe and are widely used in the world” and
which could therefore be given fast-track approval. Since then, only 25 out of these additives have been
formally approved. It is difficult to understand why it takes so much time for the Ministry to accept additives
which it has already acknowledged to be safe.

These are just some of the examples to be found in this Report, showing how difficult it is proving for Japan to
break with the bureaucratic control of the post-war growth model, even though the barriers initially set up to
protect domestic industry from competition are now hurting the economy at large. Japan’s political leadership has
clearly grasped the importance of resolving these issues, but reaching the right collective decisions has been, and
still is, proving to be extraordinarily difficult. Prime Minister Koizumi managed to move the political consensus in
a more reform-friendly direction, but was not able to secure implementation. The following two Prime Ministers
(Mr Abe and Mr Fukuda) both lost momentum soon after taking office. The political dead-lock caused by split
majorities in the upper and lower houses of Parliament over the past year has only exacerbated the situation.
Ministries and other government agencies remain largely unchallenged in their control over respective industry
sectors, ensuring that policies do not undermine their own powers or the interests of their closest, often ailing,
industry allies.

Introduction
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The only positive performance indicator for the Japanese economy has come from strong exports, sustained by the
low value of the yen over the past few years. The sight of this export-driven recovery and the apparent durability of
old structures have suggested to some that there might yet be life in the post-war growth model, delaying further
the reforms that ultimately have to be made. Yet given the current financial turmoil, such old solutions must,
inevitably, soon breathe their last breath. Japan will not be able to export away the need for structural reforms but
needs finally to face the challenge of finding a new economic model, which can generate growth even in a highly
globalised economy, without compromising the very values underpinning Japanese society.
This is why an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement would be so very valuable.
Rather than simply identifying where the Government is failing to boost trade and investment, we try in this Report
to build on the approach made last year, in suggesting how economic integration between the European Union and
Japan could solve the issues industry is facing. The EBC firmly believes that working towards a bilateral
agreement would provide both Japan and the EU with a unique opportunity to not only address longstanding trade
issues, but more importantly, also lay the foundations for growth in both economies.
What could make the EU and Japan good partners in such an enterprise? Firstly, the sheer size of their combined
economies - the EU and Japan account for around 40% of global GDP means that each offers huge potential to the
other. Secondly, they have much in common in terms of priorities and values, emphasising a co-operative,
inclusive and sensitive approach to solving socio-economic issues. Finally, the EU and Japan share many of the
same concerns and challenges at the global trade level. Both are strong believers in rules-based free trade. Both
would like to see the World Trade Organisation (WTO) take on wider responsibilities to guarantee fair
competition, procurement and investment rules and environmental standards at the global level. However,
international political realities do not permit such issues to be included in WTO negotiations in the foreseeable
future. So an ambitious EU-Japan Agreement addressing these issues should present no danger to the multilateral
system, but complement it and provide an example of a way forward for the benefit of all. Yet at this stage, the
economic and trade relationship between the EU and Japan suffers from endless wrangling over differences in
respective rules and regulations and very little vision of a way forward for anyone. It is time to change this.
Why an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement?
The Economic Integration Agreement envisaged by the EBC would entail Japan and the European Union working
together towards the abolition of obstacles to mutual trade. The experience of Member States in establishing the
EU’s Single Market testifies to the real benefits that can be gained from this. It also testifies to the challenges
involved. Yet realising what was at stake, the Member States invested hugely in making the Single Market a
success. Years of work by numerous committees and expert groups from across the Member States, addressing a
host of different issues, led to balanced agreements that without compromising efficiency, proved sensitive to the
technical, social and cultural concerns of all parties. The result is a body of singularly robust rules and regulations
establishing a Single Market characterised by the free movement of goods, people, services and capital. These
rules and regulations have been adopted and supported by the now 27 Member States, boosting trade within the
EU. Why, then, not use them as a model to inspire – and even give substance to – a body of rules and regulations
to boost trade between the EU and Japan?
This is not to suggest that the EU and Japan should embark on precisely the same extensive programme of
integration that has been achieved by EU Member States. The EBC recommends working towards an Agreement
with a specific focus on achieving closer cooperation in the economic arena, based around the concepts of a free
market for goods, people, services and capital. This has the potential to boost trade and investment between the
two economic giants. It would offer consumers a wider choice of quality goods and services, in many cases at
lower prices, as well as the opportunity to move across borders for work without foregoing welfare protection. It
would deliver benefits for business in terms of a single set of rules and unified certification schemes, especially
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valuable to small and medium-sized enterprises, which might otherwise be deterred from entering new markets by
the costs and difficulties involved. It seems to us an Agreement worth working for.
To be clear about the EBC’s vision for an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement, the following summarises
the scope of issues we believe it should cover, in order to ensure free movement of goods, people, services and
capital.
Free movement of goods between the EU and Japan
The economic success of the EU has demonstrated the benefits of easing barriers to cross-border trade. To extend
such benefits to the EU-Japan relationship, the EBC believes a first step should be mutual acceptance of standards
and certification schemes in product areas such as Construction Materials, Medical Equipment, Medical
Diagnostics, Animal Health and Vaccines, as well as all products sold on retail markets where certification
schemes exist.
•

•

Both European Union standards (EN) and Japan Agricultural Standards (JAS)/Japan Industrial Standards
(JIS) are scientifically-based and highly sensitive to issues of human and environmental safety. In many
product areas, standards exist in both the EU and Japanese systems and are basically the same. These facts
should make it relatively easy for each side to agree on direct and unconditional acceptance of the other’s
standards.
Certain other product areas are covered by EN standards but not JIS/JAS - Medical Devices and Medical
Diagnostics being prime examples. Yet here Japan employs a policy of certification per product (or what
would be called “market authorisation” in the EU context) based on the same requirements as the EN
standards, as set out under Good Clinical Practice (GCP), Quality Management System (QMS) and Good
Manufacturing Practice (GMP) regulations. Furthermore, both the EU and Japanese approaches are built on
ISO requirements. Given their common foundations, it should be possible to establish mutual acceptance of
GCP, QMS and GMP from both regions with a view to establishing, in the longer-term, mutual acceptance
of all products authorised for the market.

It will also be important for Japan and the European Union to agree on systems for ensuring human and
environmental safety where this is not linked to specific product certifications or standards - for example, the
negative list of unapproved food ingredients used in the European Union and positive list of approved food
ingredients in Japan, and positive lists used in both regions concerning residues in food. Here, mutual acceptance
of each party’s lists may be difficult to achieve and so the most practical approach might be to create a set of
common standards in these fields. The potential benefits of mutual acceptance and common standards cannot be
over-stated in terms of accelerating the introduction of innovative goods to market, boosting competition, lowering
costs for consumers and producers, and increasing trade.
Nevertheless, an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement would need to focus on more than this. It should also
aim to develop common approaches to customs duties and import/export taxes. European exporters still encounter
prohibitive tariffs in Japan for food products, industrial materials, liquor, leather and forestry products, while
Japanese firms report problems importing into Europe. The EBC believes that, in the end, the fundamental
principle should be no discrimination on grounds of origin between the EU and Japan.

Free movement of services between the EU and Japan
EU companies have the right to establish themselves in other Member States, and to provide services on the
territory of a Member State in which they are not established. To reinforce these rights, specific legislation has
been enacted in fields such as financial services, telecommunications, broadcasting and the recognition of
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professional qualifications, while a general Services Directive aims to eliminate remaining discriminatory barriers,
cut red tape and modernise and simplify legal and administrative frameworks, with a view to improving the
competitiveness not just of service enterprises, but also of European industry as a whole.
The EBC believes that such benefits could be extended across the EU-Japan trade relationship and suggests that
work should focus particularly on establishing common competition rules and common standards for service
providers in the financial, legal, telecom and construction sectors.
Of course, establishing common rules for competition would be crucial to boosting the EU-Japan trade relationship
in many other services sectors as well. For example, the EBC has expressed serious concerns about the so-called
privatisation of Japan Post, which seems to be enjoying special treatment from the government (still its only
stockholder) in order to shore up future profitability: these concerns are raised in detail by a number of EBC sector
committees in the pages of this Report.
Procurement
Host Government procurement policy is a particular concern for many companies seeking to market their goods
and services overseas. Both Japan and the EU are party to the plurilateral WTO agreement on government
procurement (APG) and have implemented WTO-plus provisions aiming to open up as much of this business as
possible. Nevertheless, participation of European companies in public works in Japan remains very low, in part
because, while transparent procurement procedures are in place, they are often simply not used, and also because
contracts are frequently so sub-divided that none meets the threshold to be covered by the WTO agreement. The
EBC therefore considers that an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement should seek to secure reciprocal
market access with binding rules and simplified, yet more effective, compliance measures than those of the WTO
APG, guaranteeing equal treatment of foreign and domestic suppliers; transparency of information on and notice of
government procurement opportunities; relevant brand neutral specifications; the process for bid evaluation; the
award challenge procedure; and concrete enforcement mechanisms.
Free movement of people between the EU and Japan
Any attempt at achieving greater economic integration between the EU and Japan will depend on the ability to
make it easier for people to move between the two territories. This will entail substantial revision - and in some
cases abolition - of current visa and work permits for EU citizens in Japan and Japanese citizens in Europe. There
is also a case for facilitating participation in respective education and academic programmes, such as the EU’s
Erasmus programme. An EU-Japan Agreement should additionally ease obstacles in the form of national social
security procedures, and eliminate the need for individually brokered arrangements between each Member State
and Japan on issues such as reimbursement of compulsory state pension contributions.
Free movement of capital between the EU and Japan
There are strong arguments for working towards the long-term goal of free movement of capital between the
European Union and Japan. It would serve to facilitate trade across borders and workers’ mobility. It would also
support the cross-border activities of financial services companies, offer consumers a wider choice of financial
products to choose from, make it easier and cheaper for companies to borrow money, and so bring down the cost of
capital, goods and services for everybody. As a realistic first step, an EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement
should focus on enabling financial services firms to integrate their services and operations between the territories.
This will depend on establishing mutually accepted principles governing the financial services industry and mutual
acceptance of the home regulator as the core regulator. The respective industries in the EU and Japan will also
need to be granted the right to invest and to establish financial institutions in each other’s territory and guarantees
that they can operate free of any discrimination.
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Furthermore, an Economic Integration Agreement should seek to eliminate double taxation between the EU and
Japan and withholding tax on dividends, royalties and interest. It should also enable employers’ and employees’
contributions to social security systems within the EU and Japan to be tax deductible on a mutual basis, and
establish joint guidelines on interpretation and harmonisation of documentary requirements for transfer pricing
assessments.
How this report is organised
This Report consists of 33 chapters covering a wide range of sectors and business areas. Each chapter addresses the
concerns of a specific EBC sector committee and derives from the collective first-hand experiences of committee
members doing business on the ground in Japan. Chapters consist of a series of recommendations for further
regulatory reform with a section on prospects for economic integration, highlighting the priorities of each sector of
the industry. Each committee has written their part in the report with the support of the secretariat whereas the
introduction has been written by the Policy Director as a way to address more general issues addressed in all
committees. While trying to include the views of all members, the Automobile committee has explicitly voiced its
opposition to the concept of an Economic Integration agreement.
We trust this Report will prove to be a positive contribution to the thinking of the Government and all other
authorities in Japan and in the EU seeking to improve the environment for business and investment in Japan.

Introduction
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Business
Fundamentals
Human resources
Intellectual property
Retail & wholesale
Legal services
Tax

Mr. Richard Mason
Chair, Human Resources Committee
(Director, HR Development & Strategy, TUV Rheinland Japan Ltd.)
c/o TUV Rheinland Japan Ltd.
3-19-5 Shin Yokohama, Kohoku-ku
Yokohama, Kanagawa 222-0033
Phone 045-470-1889
Fax 045-470-1410

HUMAN RESOURCES
Introduction
Economic globalisation and current demographic trends in Japan, including an acute shortage of skilled labour, an
ageing population, and a declining birth rate, present significant challenges for domestic and foreign-owned businesses
and for the long-term vitality of the Japanese economy. Companies are forced to streamline their management, improve
working conditions, enhance operational efficiency and find new sources of labour from abroad. In the light of these
challenges, it is critical that labour regulations and human resource management facilitate international commercial
transactions and provide the best means of acquiring and retaining a highly skilled competitive workforce. In order to
meet the evolving demands of today’s fast-paced global economy, the Government of Japan must deregulate obstructive
regulations on immigration, pension schemes, and employment tenure in line with international standards and practices.

Challenges for EU-Japan Economic Integration
Immigration policies in Japan have yet to enable efficient, cost-effective transfer and employment of foreign staff. For
Japanese companies and foreign-owned businesses relying to a significant extent on foreign expertise, the full mobility
of foreign labour in and out of the country is crucial to their success.
Japan is the only advanced industrial nation to regulate the movement of foreign residents through a dual visa and reentry permit system. In addition to a standard visa system, the Immigration Bureau under the Ministry of Justice
administers a unique re-entry permit system that requires all foreign residents, including permanent residents, to acquire
special permission if they wish to leave the country without losing their residency status. In 1999, a revision of the
Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act enabled an extension of the maximum period during which re-entry
is permitted, from one year to three years. The revision made it easier for foreign residents to enter and leave Japan, but
only after a multiple re-entry permit has been obtained and as long as the visa remains valid. Restrictions on work
permits also pose a challenge for businesses wanting to employ foreign staff. Under the current system, work visas for
special skilled workers that do not have a university degree are only granted if proof of ten years’ work experience can
be demonstrated.
Revisions to labour laws over the past years have been successful in granting greater flexibility in terms of working
hours, compensation, pension schemes and contracts, while continuously supporting the long-term employment system.
The Labour Standard Law was amended in June 2003 to permit employee dismissals only if the employer meets
stringent criteria for economic hardship. This amendment, however, did not set out specific criteria for determining
reasonable compensation for severance.
Japan’s Defined Contribution Pension Law of 2001 enabled employers to offer more flexible and attractive pension
schemes to employees, however, there are yet to be amendments that would enable expanding refunds of mandatory
Japanese pension fund contributions for expatriate workers leaving Japan. Refunds for pension payments are covered
by social security agreements currently in the process of being concluded with Belgium, France, the UK and Germany.
A comprehensive Economic Integration Agreement between the EU and Japan should streamline the process of
brokering multiple individual agreements on social security pension reimbursement. The EU and Japan should also
revise all visa and work permit requirements between the EU and Japan with a view to creating a single labour market
extending to both regions in the long-term.
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Immigration and re- entry permits
Yearly status report: limited progress. The Council for Regulatory Reform of Japan recommended that the reentry permit system be reformed before the end of fiscal year 2007, but the system remains unchanged. The
process for applying and renewing such permits remains bureaucratic and time-consuming, with cost implications
for both applicants and employers. Furthermore a re-entry permit does not appear to provide additional benefits
to the Government of Japan for controlling immigration, as foreigners possessing a visa have already been
screened and found eligible to stay in the country. Immigration officials are able to monitor the exit and entry of
foreigners through their visa, which can be cancelled at any time should the holder be found to engage in
activities other than those permitted under the terms of the visa. The Ministry of Justice is planning to submit a
new “resident ledger” law at the next ordinary session of the Diet, merging parts of the Immigration Control Act
and the Alien Registration Law. The plan is to issue a resident card at the port of entry when the foreigner first
arrives in Japan, instead of later, after he/she registers at a local municipal office, as currently is the case. If the
Government of Japan wants to maintain the re-entry permit system, linking the permit to the new resident card
would substantially facilitate the process.
Recommendation:
•
The Government of Japan should abolish the re-entry permit system. At the very least, re-entry permits
should be granted at the time of issuance of the new residence card.

■

Pensions
Yearly status report: limited progress. Social security agreements are being negotiated or have been concluded
with Belgium, France, the UK and Germany, as well as the US and South Korea, but refunds of mandatory
contributions to Japanese pension plans remain capped at a maximum of three years, or approximately 1.5 million
yen in the case of departing expatriates.
Recommendation:
•
Japan’s Defined Contribution Pension Law of 2001 should be improved by increasing tax-exempt
contribution levels, allowing matching contributions and permitting plan-holders to borrow against their
pension reserves.
•
Mandatory contributions to the Japanese public pension system should be remitted in full to departing
expatriates and their employers.
•
Contributions made to foreign-based pension plans should be subject to the same tax relief as contributions
made to pension plans in Japan.
•
The Government of Japan should conclude social security agreements with all EU Member States under a
comprehensive EU-Japan Economic Integration Agreement.

■

Dismissals of employees
Yearly status report: limited progress. Although the revision to the Labour Law permitted employee dismissals, it
did not address the issue of severance payments, an area where standard practice urgently needs to be codified in
law in order to avoid uncertainties and the risk of unnecessarily costly settlements. For operational efficiency and
to maintain a high standard of working conditions for employees, companies need a clear mandate on the hiring
and dismissal of employees.
Recommendation:
•
Regulations governing employee dismissals should be further clarified to enhance management flexibility
and operational efficiency. Specific rules defining acceptable grounds for dismissal based on economic
reasons should be introduced, along with clear guidance on what would constitute an appropriate severance
payment.

Human resources
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Introduction
Japan remains the world’s most attractive market for luxury products as it still accounts for 29% of worldwide
consumption of luxury goods and is worth around Euro 14.3 billion. Given the sheer size of the market, Japan is among
the principal targets for the trade in counterfeit goods. Most of the counterfeit goods entering and circulating in Japan
are sold through Internet auction websites. More than 20% of well-known foreign brand goods sold on the Internet and
mobile phone auction sites are fake. Yahoo!Japan, Rakuten and DeNA are the principal auction site operators in Japan
and play a significant role in the fight against counterfeits. In the last few years, the Japanese authorities have also
started to more pro-actively counteract violations of intellectual property rights. However, notwithstanding important
legal improvements and encouraging results following intensified surveillance over the past years, crucial issues remain
unresolved. Though we have recently witnessed a somewhat lower frequency of interventions, the EBC believes that
the Japanese authorities are seriously looking for solutions to deal with outstanding issues.

Challenges for EU-Japan Economic Integration
Since the launch of the Intellectual Property Strategy Council’s 10-year action plan, adopted in 2002, Japanese
authorities have shown a significant interest in intellectual property rights protection, issuing some 40 new initiatives,
including new laws and revisions of existing laws. The 2003 reform of the Customs and Tariff Law was part of this
reform policy; improving cooperation between the customs services and companies holding infringed intellectual
property rights. In 2004, such companies were given the right to receive information concerning the importers of
alleged counterfeit goods from the customs services. Moreover, in 2005, the first High Court of Intellectual Property
was established as a specialised branch of the Tokyo Court of Appeal. In 2006, the prohibition of importation was
extended to goods that are similar to famous-name brands. Reform of the Trademark Law increased the fine applicable
to importers of counterfeit goods for commercial purposes to 300 million yen for legal entities and from 5 million to 10
million yen for individuals.
Reform of the rules for applying the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions also resulted in significant
improvements. This measure strengthens control of the identity of vendors on Internet auction sites, compelling vendors
to furnish their complete identity data when selling twenty or more luxury brand goods. In the event that they do not
comply with this obligation, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) may request banning of the vendor
from the auction website. As a consequence, auction site operators have strengthened their control of vendors to the
extent that they are now able to provide intellectual property rights-holders with information collected on counterfeiters.
The measures taken by the operators against repeat counterfeiters have also been strengthened considerably. Such
regulatory revision represents an important achievement in the fight against counterfeits and gives substance to the
authorities’ guidelines for stopping the spread of counterfeit product sales in the Japanese market.
Despite significant improvements, however, crucial issues remain unresolved as Japanese regulations prove still
inefficient in the enforcement of trademark violations. This is demonstrated by the persistent acceptance of parallel
imports, which implies inadequate border control of importation and facilitates the entrance of fake goods into Japanese
territory. The Japanese police and prosecutors face, moreover, tremendous difficulties in proving that the counterfeiter
is aware of distributing goods that are fake, which, currently, is a prerequisite for taking action. This difficulty in
proving awareness allows some importers to continue importing counterfeits unpunished.
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Key Issues and Recommendations
■

Fake Goods on the Internet
Yearly status report: progress. The Internet remains the principal instrument for purchasing fake goods in Japan,
as more than 20% of well-known foreign brand goods being sold on Internet and mobile auction sites are
counterfeit products. Auction site operators have taken action to counter this new type of sale, by strengthening
measures against repeat counterfeiters. However, enforcement of the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions
is not sufficiently systematic as it is not really applicable to goods sold on mobile auction sites and does not
include restrictions on clothing, which represents a significant proportion of the counterfeit goods distributed in
Japan.
Recommendation:
• Auction operators and vendors on the Internet should be rigorously controlled and punished if found guilty
of not fulfilling their obligations.
• The Act on Specified Commercial Transactions should be more systematically enforced, and extended to
cover goods sold through auctions on mobile websites.

■

Border Control
Yearly status report: some progress. Despite revisions of the Trademark Law and stepped-up efforts by customs
authorities to improve the appraisal process, Japan has not yet been able to curb imports of counterfeit goods.
Customs services still invite intellectual property rights-holders to visit their offices to see suspicious goods
rather than send pictures to rights-holders by e-mail, thereby delaying procedures. Parallel importation remains
legal and civil and criminal sanctions of the Customs Law are insufficient.
Recommendation:
• Cooperation between customs services and rights-holders should be simplified by sending pictures of goods
by e-mail whenever possible, and rights-holders should have the right to intervene through judicial means in
procedures for seizing suspected counterfeit goods at the Japanese border.
• The Customs Law should be revised to make it an offence for individuals or legal entities to attempt or act
with intent to import counterfeit goods; moreover, applicable sanctions should be strengthened.

■

Imports for Personal Use
Yearly status report: no progress. The import of counterfeit goods for “personal use” is still legal in Japan, a
loop-hole used by persons wishing to import fake products in small quantities for commercial purposes without
legal risk. In the past couple of years, upon discovering a suspicious product, the Customs authorities have
adopted the practice of sending a letter to the recipient of the package requiring confirmation of authenticity and
purpose. Some 90% of recipients decide to abandon the counterfeit goods ordered upon receiving such a letter,
but the efficiency of the system is gradually being eroded as importers are becoming increasingly aware of the
non-binding nature of these letters.
Recommendation:
• The Trademark Law should be revised so as to prohibit the importation of counterfeit goods regardless of
whether they are meant for personal or commercial use, as this is the only way to ensure that no such
products are imported

■

Designs
Yearly status report: no progress. Procedures for applying for protection of intellectual property rights in respect
of designs remain too complex and expensive, effectively denying to foreign companies the benefit of protection
enjoyed in Europe and most other markets.
Recommendation:
• Application fees should be reduced and examination procedures eliminated or substantially alleviated.
•
A more stringent approach should be taken by Japanese courts when interpreting the similarity of design.

Intellectual property
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